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ABSTRA
ACT

Scientifiic evidencee indicates that
t
the earrth’s tempeerature overr the past decadeshas
d
been
risingduue to the un
ncontrolledeemission off man-maddeGreenhouse Gases (G
GHGs) intoo the
atmosphhere.
The warrming of thee globe hass significantt effects on climate,whhich is expeected to beccome
more seevere in thee future. A warming world
w
is afffecting ourr environm
ment resultinng in
extreme weather events
e
(highher temperratures/heat waves, inntense rainffalls and seevere
floods, increasing wind/storm
m activities as well as
a rising seea levels ettc.).The climate
change phenomenon has gaained increeased prom
minence in Nigeria inn recent times
t
manifestting as enviironmental degradation of the Niiger Delta region,
r
gully erosion inn the
south eaastern part of the couuntry and thhe increasinng drought and deserttification inn the
north.
This paaper identiffiesand disscussesthe potential impacts off climate change onn the
transporrtation systeemsand infrrastructure in
i Nigeria;A
A Case Studdyof Riverss State.
1) WHA
AT IS TRAN
NSPORTAT
TION? WHA
AT ARE TR
RANSPORT
T INFRAST
TRUCTURE
ES?
Transpoort or transp
portation iss the movem
ment of people and goodds from one place to anoother.
Modes of transport in
nclude air, raail, road, waater and pipeeline. Transp
port infrasttructure con
nsists
of highw
ways, road
ds, bridges, fly-overs, tunnels, railway
r
nettworks, airp
ports, seap
ports,
pipeliness etc.
3) GLOB
BAL WAR
RMING AND CLIMAT
TE CHANG
GE PHENO
OMENON –What is global
warmingg and climate change?
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Global warming is caused by the accumulation of Greenhouse gases (GHGs) such as
Water vapor (H2O), Carbon dioxide (Co2) – Chief GHG gas, Methane (CH4), Ozone
(O3), Nitrous oxide (NO2) and the fluorinated gases –Chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) Hydro fluorocarbon (HFC), Per-fluorocarbon (PFC) and Sulphur hexafluoride
(SF6) in the atmosphere.



Ultra-violent solar radiation from the sun passing through the atmosphere is absorbed
by the Earth’s surface causing it to warm to about [14o C]. Part of the absorbed energy is
then re-radiated back to the atmosphere as thermal radiation (infrared radiation).



The greenhouse gases in the atmosphere trap some of these radiations which are meant to
go into outer space and re-emits (reflects) them back to the Earth’s surface heating it and
increasing its temperature. This is what is commonly known as “greenhouse effect”.



Theincreasing concentration of GHGs in the atmosphere through man-made emissions is
the principal cause of global warming and climate change.

4) SOME OF THE EVIDENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE ACTIVITIES IN NIGERIA
These indicators below point to evidence of the basic featuresof climate change in Nigeria.
¾ Temperatures have increased across the country since the last century; 1.20C in the
coastal cities of the Niger Delta and 20C in the Northern extreme of Nigeria. A mean air
temperature increase of 1.70C has been observed resulting to heat waves across the
country.
¾ While the amount of rainfall has declined in the semi-arid region of the North, those of
the coastal states have actually increased (Odjugo and Ikhuoria 2003; Adefolalu, 2007).
¾ The increasing rainfall in the coastal cities may have partly been responsible for the
increasing floods devastating the cities of Warri, Lagos, Port Harcourt and
Calabarasobserved by (Ogundebi, 2004; Ikhile 2007; Nwafor, 2007; Umoh, 2007; Odjugo,
2010).
¾ In the coastal region, sea level rise (SLR) of 0.2m and incursion of salt water into the
coastal plains have been reported (NEST, 2003, Nyelong 2004; Nwafor 2006) causing
severe socio-economic problems in these areas.
¾ Run-off water from heavy precipitation and rising sea levels (SLRs) have increased the
rate of sedimentation/siltation of our waterways making them shallow, thereby requiring
intensive capital and maintenance dredging to make them navigable all year round.
¾ Due to increased drought, Lake Chad is reported to be shrinking in size at an alarming rate
since 1970 (Chindo and Nyelong, 2005; Odjugo 2007). According to a recent study, the lake
is now only 1/20th of the size it was 35 years ago (Coe, M.T. and Foley, J.A., 2001) adversely
affecting water transportation in the adjoining communities.
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¾ The 2012 unprecedented floods that submerged many parts of the countryled to the
displacement of thousands of people, the destruction of homes and infrastructures.

5) FUTURE PREDICTIONS OF CLIMATE CHANGE – FUTURE TRENDS
The IPCC examined the published results from many different models and on the basis of the
evidence provided has estimated that by 2100.
 The global average surface warming (surface air temperature) will increase by 1.16.40c the oceans will become more acidic, sea level will rise between 18 and 59cm by
the year 2100.
 This January was about 0.3 degree Celsius higher than the last one, while February 2016 with a
+0.83°C is thehottest Februaryever recorded
 This could further increase to 38-88cm, if the recent melting of the polar ice caps
continues.
 It is likely that sea levels will rise to about 1.0m in the year 2100 or soon afterwards


It is very likely that extreme temperatures, heat waves and heavy precipitation events will
continue to become more frequent.



It is likely that tropical cyclones (typhoons and hurricanes) will become more intense,
with higher peak wind speeds.
It is very likely that there will be more precipitation at higher latitudes and less
precipitation in most sub-tropical land areas.



6) IMPLICATIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE IN NIGERIA
 The projected effects of climate change would have significant implications for our
poorly designed and maintained transportation systems. Increasingly temperatures,
intense rainfall, changes in thefrequency and intensity of storm events, and accelerating
patterns of erosion damageour transport infrastructure, flood our roads, and disrupt travel.
 Sea level rise and frequent storm surges damageand destroy coastal roads, and bridges.
Changes in lake and river levels would also affect inland navigation.. Increased
precipitation and strong winds negatively affect airport facilities and operations. In the
north, the combined climate impacts of increasing temperature and decreasing rainfall
will worsen the problem of drought and desertification.
7) RIVERS STATE’S VULNERABILITY TO THE IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
 Rivers State contributes significantly to global warming through GHG emissions from
industrial and domestic sources,gas flaring, oil/gas exploration and exploitation activities
etc. making it extremely susceptible to climate change and related threats.
 Impacts of adverse weather on her transportation facilities come in the form of increased
temperature (heat waves) that degrade its roads, highways, automobiles and bridges;
intense rainfall that flood the roads, cause landslidesand cause the deterioration of rail
lines/tracks; sea level rise and storm surges that erode our coastal areas and put marine
transport and oil infrastructures at risk of destruction: run-off water from intense
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precipitationand ocean surge cause sedimentation/siltation of its waterways making
itshallowwhich negatively affect safe navigation.
 In 2006, Port Harcourt experienced an unprecedented flooding that submerged houses,

paralyzed economic activities and rendered some residents of the Mgbuoba, Diobu and
Nkpolu areas internally displaced.

i) Climate Change Impacts on Road Infrastructure
Road transportation is the movement of passengers and/or goods on roads from one place to
another.
Increased Temperature (Heat Waves)
•

Higher temperatures cause road pavements to soften and expand; causingrutting and,
cracksparticularly in high-traffic areas.

•

As temperatures increases, many types of vehicles become susceptible to overheating.

•

Thermal expansion/destruction ofthe joints of bridges and flyovers.

Increased Rainfall
¾ Could cause trafficdisruption and accidents.
¾ Dissolved salt in flood waterundermines asphalt pavements, which could result in potholes.
¾ Causes road concrete to deteriorate - damages concrete culverts, curbs, road
embankments increasing maintenance costs. etc.
¾ Salinization of our flooded roads -impact of the salt on vehiclesi.e. corrosion of vehicle
body panels, undercarriages of cars, buses, trucks, trailers i.e. floor panels, fuel pipes,
brakepipes and linings, shock absorbers, exhaust systems, bumper support systems etc..
Sea Level Rise
¾ Erosion of coastal roads/highways.
¾ Less bridge clearance.
¾ Scouring of bridge foundation/support structures i.e. Choba bridge, Mbiama bridge
Increased Storm Intensity – Storm Surge
¾ Incursion of salt water into our coastal plains – Degradationof road surfaces and base
layers.
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¾ Coastal road flooding– The coastal areas through the interactive effects of acid rain, salt
water intrusion, high humidity, high temperatures provide a very conducive environment
for corrosion.
Increased Wind Speeds
¾ Damage to road furniture i.e. road signs, traffic lights etc.

ROAD PAVEMENT RUTTING (ROAD ASPHALT)
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DAMAGED ROAD PAVEMENT

FLOOD ON IKWERRE ROAD IN PORT HARCOURT
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AKER BASE ROAD – RUMUOLUMENI

POT-HOLED ROAD IN PORT HARCOURT
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This brings us to the issue of effective drainage system for the state.

NTIA-WOBA CREEK HEAVILY SILTED AND BLOCKED BY WEEDS

AMADI FLAT AXIS OF DRAINAGE CANAL HEAVILY SILTED BY MUD
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CHOBA BRIDGE, PORT HARCOURT

SCOURING OF FOUNDATION PILLARS, CHOBA BRIDGE –Storm surge
and tidal wave forces on bridgepiers, columns, and abutments has affected the
foundation.
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EROSION OF COASTAL ROADS AND SHORELINES

ALFA BEACH IN LAGOS DEVASTATED BY OCEAN SURGE
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ALPHA BEACH, LEKKI, LAGOS - OCEAN SURGE

ii) Climate Change Effects On Rail Transportation
This is a transportation system designed to move passengers/goods by trains from one location to
another.
Increased Temperature (Heat Waves)
•

High temperatures cause rail tracks to expand and buckle which could result in
derailment.

Increased Rainfall
 Flooding of rails i.e. erosion of rail track beds
 Rail embankments at risk of subsidence/heave
Sea Level Rise
 Erosion of coastal railways
Increased Storm Intensity
 Flooding of coastal railways
Increased Wind Speed
 Damage to infrastructure on railways i.e. signals, sensors, lights
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LAGOS-BOUND TRAIN DERAILS –(MAY, 2013)

PHOTOS OF RAILWAY TRACKS IN PORT HARCOURT

NRC TRAIN ABANDONED AT PORT HARCOURT TERMINAL
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WARPED TRACKS

MUD-SOAKED TRACKS - increased soil moisture levels due to heavy
rainfall
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COROSION OF RAIL TRACKS

iii) Climate Change Effects OnMarine (Water) Transport Infrastructure
 Water transport is the movementof people and goodsby marine vessels, across water
bodies.
Increased Temperature (Heat Waves)
¾ Cause Low water levels of inland waterways - i.e. Lake Chad
Increased Rainfall
¾ Flooding of inland waterways.
Sea Level Rise
¾
¾
¾
¾

Degradation of jetties, wharves i.e. ATC jetty, Opobo jetties etc.
Higher tides at ports/harbor facilities
Deeper water(increases tide levels)
Reduced bridge vertical height clearance –Woji Bridgeafter slaughter.

Increased Storm Intensity – Storm Surge
¾ Severe storms upset ocean mix and create serious wave actionsthat threaten the safety of
marine vessels.
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¾ Port flooding - Damage to sea port infrastructure.ie docks, terminal equipment/facilities.
¾ Higher waves generated by south-westerly onshore storm winds exacerbate coastal
erosion and flooding undermining transport facilities in these places.
¾ The threat of coastal flooding is increased by the prospects of a global sea level rise of 1
meter, should that happen in Nigeria, about 18,000 km2 of our coastal land mass could be
flooded and assets valued at over US$9 billion could be damaged and up to 3.7 million
people will be forced to relocate. – (Guardian: Monday, September 17, 2001).
¾ The annual rate of erosion of some strategic coastal towns is as follows; Lagos Bar
Beach (25-30m), Escravos (20-25m), and Bonny (10-14m) - (NI0MR, 2010).
Increased Wind Speeds
¾ Make Ship handling difficult – Could lead to accidentsi.e. collisions, groundings,
wreckage, sinking. - capsizing of M/V Ibanise,a passenger boat underway from Bonny
to Port Harcourt on the 29th August, 2014. At least 10 people died in the accident.

NPA JETTY, BONNY DEVASTATED BY STORM AND WAVE IMPACTS
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DEGRADED RIVMARINE JETTY, MARINE BASE, PORT HARCOURT

QUAY, NPA RIVERS PORT
CO
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COLLAPSED SECTION OF QUAY APRON, RIVERS PORTCOMPLEX

iv) Climate Change Effects On Air Transport
•
•
•
•

Airtransportationinvolves the movementof passengers and/or goods by air.
Airtransportis the most weathersensitive of all the modes of transportation.
Accordingto ‘The International Air Transport Association (IATA)71% of air accidents in
Nigeria is due to poor weather conditions (IATA, 2005).
Between 2005 and 2006our nation experienced a seriesof serous air crashes i.e. Sosoliso
plane disaster.

Increased Temperature (Heat Waves
•

Damage to airport roads, runways,tarmacs etc.

•

Reduction of aircraft ‘lift’ due to less dense air –which reduces the liftproduced by the
wing and thethrust produced by the engines – requiring more energy that translates into
increased fuel consumption/cost.

•

Cargo payload restrictions: possible delayor cancellation of flight.

Increased Rainfall
•

Ground-level aviation infrastructures are at risk of flooding i.e. runways,tarmacs,
hangers, buildings etc.

Increased Wind Speed
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•
•

Damage to airports’ infrastructures.
Increased incidence of debris on runways and tarmac: Impede operations.

PORT HARCOURT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

CRASHED SOSOLISO PLANE
 On the 10th December 2005, Sosoliso Airlines Flight 1145 crashed during adverse
weather (heavy rainfall, turbulence and thunderstorm) at Port Harcourt International
Airport after flying from Abuja. Of the 110 passengers and crew on-board, 108 persons
died including 65 secondary school students, onlytwo people survived.
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v) Pipeline Transportation – Climate Change Impacts
¾ Pipeline transportation involves the use of pipes to transport products, such as crude oil,
natural gas, refined petroleum products etc. In 2004 Nigeria had 105 kilometers of
pipelines for condensates, 1,896 kilometers for natural gas, 3,638 kilometers for oil, and
3,626 kilometers for refined products – (Wikipedia)
¾ Oil pipelines are located in different parts of the Niger Delta: some are laid above the
ground, others are buried, some are in the swamps, some pass through rivers and others
are installed offshore; all of them are exposed to stresses and strain from climate related
impacts.
¾ It is also worthy to note that most of these facilities were constructed between the 1960s
and early 1980s to the then prevailing standard: they have aged and are now susceptible
to corrosion caused by the present day activities of changing climate.
¾ By international standards, oil pipes ought to be replaced after 15 - 20 years, but
most of the pipelines in use in Nigeria today are more than 35 years old, making
them vulnerable to corrosion and leakage.
¾ In the United States, the average annual corrosion-related cost is estimated at $7 billion
to monitor, replace, and maintain oil pipelines.
¾

According to a joint study organized by the United States Federal Highway
Authorityandthe National Association of Corrosion Engineers in 2012, the annual
metallic corrosion cost in the U.S transportation sector is estimated at $29.7 billion
which is about 3.1% of the nation’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

Increased Rainfall / Storm Surge
⇒ Torrential rainfallsand flooding cause the scouring (washout of the soil) of buried oil
pipelines exposing them to damage.
⇒ Thunderstorm/Lightning from adverse weather,damage electronic monitoring gadgets on
pipelines affecting their effectiveness.
⇒ Coastal inundation by storm surge and sea level rise increase the risk of salt water
intrusion into low-lying coastal areas which exacerbate pipeline corrosion.Ocean storm
waves threaten offshore buried oil pipelines, which could cause rupture and oil
spillage.
⇒ Storm surge from high speed winds cause damage to pipelines that pass through
rivers.
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SHELL PIPELINE IN THE NIGER DELTA

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL AND CEHRDJULY, 2012
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8) OIL SPILLAGES
¾ Oil spillsare common events in Nigeria.Leaking pipelines and oil spills have severely
polluted the land and waters of the Niger Delta.
¾ Thousands of oil leaks have occurred over the last 40 years, a good number of them
climate change induced.A UNEP (UN Environmental Programme) report states that,
there have been a total of 6,817 oil spills between 1976 and 2001, which account for a
loss of three million barrels of oil, of which more than 70% was not recovered. 69%
of these spills occurred off-shore, 25% in swamps and 6% spilled on land.

OIL SPILL IN BODO COMMUNITY SOURCE: THESCOOPNG
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OIL SPILLAGE ON OUR WATERWAYS

Between 2008/2009 over 500, 000 barrels of crude oilwere spilled from leaking pipes
of the ShellTrans Niger Pipelinenetworkintwo communitiesin Bodo. 2012 spill.
The Shell NigeriaBongaFPSO’s Oil Spillof December 20, 2011. The cause of the spill
was equipment failure resulting from a snapped loading hose under water, in which
an estimated 40,000 barrels of crude oil was spilled into the seaaffecting 350 coastal
communities and satellite villages in Delta state (SNEPCO’s Report)
OIL SPILL IMPACT ON MARINE VESSELS


Causes disruption of water transportation services.



According to Volvo Penta Inc., ‘The ingestion of oil into the cooling system of marine
enginescauses damage to them and many of their subsystems. Sterndrive components
and other running gear could also be damaged by submersion in oil-contaminated water”
(Volvo Penta - Service Bulletin 17-9, Number 3, Version 1)



Crude oil contaminated sea water cause cavitation of raw water pumps of marine engines
causing damage to their impellers, which could result in pump failures and consequent
damage to engines.
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A TYPICAL MARINE ENGINE COOLING SYSTEM DIAGRAM

A 454 MERCRUISER MARINE DIESEL ENGINE
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Oil spills interferes with the cathodic protectionprocess of steel hulled vesselsthereby
enhancing galvanic corrosion or pitting.



It also causescavitation of ship/boat propellers damagingthem.

9) GAS FLARING
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NATURAL GAS FLARE FIELD IN THE NIGER DELTA
 Nigeria flares more Associated Gas than any other country, with estimates put at 3.5
billion cubic feet (100,000,000 m³). About 75%, of the gas we produceis wasted by
flaring which results infinancial loss of US $ 2.5 billion annually (World Bank Report
in 2004).
 Gas flaring releases toxic gases such as sulphurous oxides (SO2) and the oxides of
Nitrogen (NOx) into the atmosphere, which mix with moisture and other forms of
precipitation to form acid rain.
 Studies conducted by The U.S. Energy Information Administration (USEIA) report that
gas flaring is ‘a major contributor to air pollution and acid rain.’

IMPACT OF GAS FLARING ON TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURES
 Sulphur dioxide released into the atmosphere reacts with water molecules to form
sulphurous acid.

SO2 (g) + H2O (l) = H2 SO3 (aq.)

Sulphur dioxide gradually oxidizes to form Sulphur trioxide (SO3)

2SO2 (g) + O2 (g) = 2SO3 (aq.)
Sulphur trioxide reacts with water to form sulphuric acid

SO3 (g) + H2O (l) = H2 SO4 (aq.)
 Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) reacts with water to form a mixture of nitrous and nitric acid

2NO2 (g) + H2O (l) = HNO2 (aq) + HNO3 (aq.)
1) Sulphates and nitratesfrom sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions
formsmog in the atmosphere and contribute to visibility impairmenthamperingtransport
safety.
¾ Acid rain causeacidification of rivers, streams, lakes andcause thecorrosion of metallic
substances i.e.carbon-steel,bronze, zinc, nickel and copper.
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¾ Acid

rain

and

dry

acidic

particles

(air

pollutants)degradeautomobile

paints,road,railand aviation facilities.
2) Corrosion of metallic substances
For Iron (Fe), the acidic water produces an additional proton giving iron a positive charge

4 Fe (s) + 2O2 (g) + 8 H (aq.) = 4 Fe2+ (aq.) + 4H2O (l)
When iron reacts with more oxygen it forms iron oxide (rust)

4 Fe2+ (aq.) + O2 (g) + 4 H2O (l) = 2 Fe2O3 (s) + 8 H+ (aq)

RUSTED BARGE AT RIVMARINE WATERFRONT IN MARINE BASE
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10) CONCLUSION
Transportation systems stimulate socio-economic growth and development in any country.Our
nation’s public transport systems whether federal or state are grossly under-developed and poorly
maintained. The evident (on-going)and predicted catastrophic impacts climate change will inflict
on themand other critical infrastructureif something is not urgently done could plunge the
country into seriouseconomic, social and environmental crisis in the future.
Sadly, there is currently no serious effort on the part of government to address the disastrous
threats of climate change, which could spell doom for the country.

Thank You For Listening and May God Help Nigeria!
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